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1. INTRODUCTION 
The following boundary-value problem for an ordinary differential difference 
equation will be considered: 
qx> = #(x, qx), u(x + h,(x)),..., 4%+ h,(x))) 6 E [a, 9, (1.1) 
U(X) =0 (x $ [a, blh (1.4 
a solution in C”([a, b]) n C(R) being required. The functions h, ,..., h, are 
continuous, but as no restriction on their sign is imposed both retarded and 
advanced arguments are allowed. For an analogous ordinary differential equation 
U”(X) = 4(x, U(X)), when $ is a rapidly increasing function of its second argument 
one of the most successful approaches both to existence and the construction 
of a solution is based on the assumption that there are lower and upper solutions. 
A similar approach to (1.1) has been presented by a number of authors; see, 
for example, Grimm and Schmitt [Sj, E’ rsenfeld and Lakshmikantham [4], 
and Bernfeld et al. [2]. However, it has usually been found necessary to place 
rather restrictive conditions on # sometimes involving the assumption that +/J 
is nonincreasing in its arguments u(x + h,(x)). Our object here is to show 
that if a suitable limitation is placed on the magnitude of the shifts h, , results 
closely paralleling those for ordinary differential equations may be obtained 
when lower and upper solutions exist. 
The condition on the shifts which will be assumed is motivated by an 
examination of the model system 
u”(x) = p[u(x - E) TV u(x + E)], @E E-Q, @I)> 
u(x) = 0 @ $ [-at aI), 
where E > 0. If E = 0, the only solution for p > -~2/8a2 is of course zero; 
in other words the spectrum is contained in (-SW, -.rr2/8a2]. For E > 0 it 
appears to be difficult to determine in general the behavior of the equation; 
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however, in certain cases an explicit analysis becomes possible, and, for example, 
when a = 3, E = 1 it is readily shown that there are an infinite number of 
positive “eigenvalues” pLn which are the solutions of 
(3 - 2(2)‘/“) tan 2 l 4p1/2 + (3 + 2(2)9 tanh 21/4p1/2 = 0. / 
It seems likely that the “spectrum” contains positive values even if E is small. 
Therefore for fixed p, 1 E ] must be restricted if the corresponding inhomogeneous 
equation is to have a solution. 
In Section 2 a nonconstructive existence theorem for sufficiently small 
shifts is proved. In order to obtain a constructive result based on the theory 
of monotone compact operators (Section 4), it is first necessary to establish 
a form of maximum principle, and this is carried out in Section 3. 
2. AN EXISTENCE THEOREM 
It will be proved that the system 
u”(x) = #(XT u(x), u(x + h,(x)),..., u(x + hi(x))) (x E [a, bl), (2.1) 
u(x) = 0 (x $ [a, 4) (2.2) 
has a solution for sufficiently small shifts h, ,..., h, . Throughout, all functions 
are real valued, and [a, b] is a finite interval. 
For the closed interval 1, C?(1) will denote the set of functions with k con- 
tinuous derivatives on I; C(1) = Co(I) will always be equipped with the sup 
norm 11 *]I in which it is a Banach space. In order to deal conveniently with 
boundary condition (2.2) the closed subspace C,([a, , b,]) of C([a, , b,]) will 
be used, where when [a, b] C [a, , b,], 
C,([ao , bol) = k u E C([a, , bol), $4 = 0 for x E [a, , bol\(a, b)). 
Let a,, b, be numbers (which are fixed throughout) with a,, G a, b, > b. 
Take fixed functions 01, /3 E C([a, , b,]), and set 
Define the domain D of $I to be D = [a, b] x [a0 , /.?a] x ... x [a,, , PO], and 
assume that the following conditions hold. 
Al. #: D -+ R! is continuous. Put 
p =supl$~. (2.3) D 
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A2. There are lower and upper solutions 01, /3, respectively, in C2([a, b]) n 
wo P 0 b 1) to the associated ordinary differential equation, that is 
(4 +I < B(x) (x E [a, 4). 
(b) “(4 < 0, B(x) 3 0 (x E Lao 9 bol\(a, b)). 
(c) There is an m > 0 such that for x E [a, b], 
a”(x) 3 m + #(x, 4x), 4x),..., 4x>>, 
B”(x) < --m + #(x7 P(x), B(+.., P(x)>. 
A3. For i = l,..., n, hi E C([a, b]), and with ui(.z) = x + h,(x), 
a, < min inf ai( 
‘GiGn ELz,bl 
b, > max sup ai( 
l-GiGfJ rda,zJl 
To establish existence for (2.1) we first show that there is a solution of a 
modified version (2.4) below with bounded right-hand side by using the 
Schauder Fixed-Point Theorem. For each u E C,([a, , b,]) define the function 
P = max{min{u, /I}, a} in C&a,, , b,]), that is, 
G4 = PC4 (44 > &)), 
= u(x) (44 G 44 G B(4), 
= a(x) (44 < 4x))- 
Define the operator Y: (?*([a, , b,]) -+ C([u, b]) by setting 
!qx) = g% @(x), q+)),..., q%(x))) (x E [a, 4); 
evidently Y is continuous and 11 YU /I < p for all u E C,([u, , b,]). 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that Al-A3 hold. Then the system 
u”(x) = Yu(x) (x E [a, bl), (2.4) 
u(x) = 0 (x E: [a, 3 bol\b 41, cw 
has a solution in C2([u, b]) n C([a, , b,]). Further, every solution sutis$es the 
inequalities 11 u jl < m,,p, 1) zi 11 < m,p, where 
m. = sup 
I b I 4x, r)l dy, m, = sup r.[a,bl a j-” ($x4 14’s xo[a.bl a 
and k is the Green’s function for u” with boundary conditions U(U) = u(b) = 0. 
Proof. On [a,, b,] x [a, b] set 
k,(x, Y) = k(x, Y) (x E [a, blh 
= 0 (x $ ba, 9 
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Let K: C([a, b]) -+ C.&a,, b,]) be the compact operator defined by 
K%4 = lb UT Y) W(Y) dr. 
n 
The system (2.4)-(2.5) is obviously equivalent to the equation u = &.?I%. 
Now since Yz C.&a,, , b,]) --t C([a, b]) is continuous and K is compact, KY 
is compact. Further, for any u E C&u ,, , b,]), I/ KYu /j < mop. Hence the closed 
ball centers the origin and radius m,p is mapped into itself by KY. Existence 
follows from the Schauder Fixed-Point Theorem, and the remaining con- 
clusions are obvious. 1 
The second and final stage is to show that the solution of (2.4) obtained 
in the lemma satisfies the inequalities E(X) < U(X) < j!!(x), and hence is a 
solution of (2.1); the technique is an extension of that used in [5]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that Al and A2 hold. Then there is a 6 > 0 such that 
for any a, ,..., a, that satisfy A3 and the condition 
V-6) 
every solution of (2.4)-(2.5) obeys the inequaZities LX(X) < U(X) < j!?(x). 
Proof. By uniform continuity there is a 6, > 0 such that in D, 
I~(Xg,Yo,Y1,...,Yn)--(Xo,Yo,Z1,...,Xn)l <h, (2.7) 
whenever 
Let u be the function obtained from a solution u in Lemma 2.1, and note 
that since 11 u’ Ij < m,p, 
I qx + c) - qx)l d I E I 7 (x9 x+ c E [%I, m, (2.8) 
where 
7 = maxhp, s;~~, I 4xh sup I P’(x)I>. 
rda,bl 
(2.9) 
We choose 6 = 7-lS1 and argue by contradiction. 
Suppose there are functions o1 ,..., u, satisfying the conditions of the lemma 
and an x E (a, b) such that U(X) > P(X). Then there is an x,, such that 
(U - #‘(x0) < 0, and from the definition of ti, 
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whence 
Therefore from A2(c), 
--m 2 [*(x0 , @%I), q4%l)),..., f+,(x,))) - $(x0 ,qxlJ, qx&.., qQ))]. (2.10) 
From (2.7) the modulus of the right-hand side of the last equation is not greater 
than &rn if 
and from (2.8) this inequality is satisfied if 
f 11 hi 11 < T-16, = 6. 
i=l 
This contradicts (2.10) and so proves that u(x) < /3(x). A similar argument 
shows that u(x) > a(x). 1 
COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose that thefollowing 1ocalLipschit.z condition holds in D: 
I?@,YO,Yl ,...f Yn)--Ilr(x,Yo,Zl,...,Xn)l at IYi--iI. (2.11) 
i=l 
‘Then the conclusion of the lemma holds ;f (2.6) is replaced by 
Proof. Simply modify Eq. (2.7) using (2.11). a 
THEOREM 2.4. Let #, 01, l3, a,, a, b, , b be given, and assume that Al and A2 
hold. Then there is a S > 0 stich that whenever hI ,..., h, satisfy A3 and the 
condition 
the system (2.1)-(2.2) has a solution. If in addition the local Lipschitz condition 
(2.11) holds, it is legitimate to choose S = m/(2lr), where T is given by (2.9). 
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Proof. By Lemma 2.2 and the definition of ii, a solution of (2.4) is also 
a solution of (2.1). 1 
As an example of the application of this theorem consider the following 
equation derived from a model in electrolyte solution theory [3]: 
U”(X) = p sinh[u(x) + u(x + E) + 11(x - l )] - g(x) (x E co, II), (2.12) 
with the boundary condition u = 0 outside [0, 11. Assume that p > 0 and 
that g is continuous. With m = 1, there are obvious lower and upper solutions 
-constants 01 and /3 with 01 = -8, where 
p sinh 3p = II g /I + 1. 
The local Lipschitz condition (2.11) is satisfied on D = [(Y, fl] x [cx, /I] x [OL, /?I 
with 1 = &-l sinh 2/3 cash 38. Finally 7 = mIp = $(]I g )I + 1). By the theorem 
the equation has a solution (such that 01 < U(X) < j3) if 
I E I < B/b sinh 28 cash V(llg II + 1% 
3. A MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE 
In order to exploit the theory of monotone compact operators, we first 
establish a maximum principle for the following boundary-value problem 
for a linear differential difference equation under the assumption that the 
shifts ci are small (by the remarks in the Introduction it is obvious that the 
shifts cannot in general be unrestricted): 
-q.g + ho244 + f h,2u(x + 4 = 44~ 
i=l 
(x E Cap bl), (3.1) 
u(x) = 0, (x E [a, , &]\(a, b)), (34 
where the hi are real numbers not all of which are zero and b, 3 b + max ci , 
a, < a + min ci . In fact it is convenient to carry through the details of the 
analysis with (3.1) written in the alternative form 
-u”(x) + w2u(x) + *cl h”[f+ + %> - @)I = h(x), 
where w2 = Cy=,, Ai2. 
Let L be the linear differential operator defined by Lu(x) = -u”(x) + d%(x) 
with domain 
D(L) = {u: u E C2([a, b]), u(a) = u(b) = O}. 
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Denote the inverse of L by K. Thus K: C([a, b]) + D(L) is an integral operator 
with kernel the Green’s function K, where K is symmetric and 
4% Y> = 
sinh w(b - x) sinh w(y - a) 
w sinh w(b - a) (Y G 4 
Two lemmas concerning the solution of the ordinary differential equation 
Lu = f are needed. The operator BE is defined by setting 
By(x) = u(x + e) - u(x). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let E be a real number, and assume th& g E C(R). Then for 
x E [a, 4 
where 
=4&d G I 6 I II g II P(X), 
’ 
PM = 
4 sinh w(b - x) sinh w(x - a) 
w sinh w(b - a) ’ 
11 p 11 = 2w-l tanh(w(b - a)/2). 
Proof. By an integration by parts, since k(x, a) = h(x, 6) = 0, 
-,g(x) = 1” 4x, YMY + 4 - ddl dr a 
= -lab ; (x, Y> dr lay k(t + 4 - g(t)] dt. 
But 
1 lay k(t + c) - g(t)1 dt 1 = 1 [,‘-‘g(t) dt - (+’ g(t) dt 1 
G 2 i E I II g Il. 
Also 
lab j $ (x3 Y) (dy = 2h(x, x), 
and the result follows immediately. a 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume that h E C([a, b]). If h > 0, then Kh > jl Kh Ij q, 
where q is even about +(b + a), and 
q(x) = sinh w(x - a)/sinh w(b - a) (a < x < S(b + a)). 
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Proof. Let x,, E (a, b) be a point where u = K/z attains its maximum. 
Consider the pair of equations 
-a” + w2u = h, 
-p” + w”p = 0, 
with boundary conditions u(a) = 0, u(x,,) = /j u 11 and p(a) = 0, p(x,) = j/ u /I, 
respectively. Then 
-(u - p)” + w2(u - p) = h, 
with (U - p)(a) = (w- p)(x,,) = 0, and by the ordinary maximum principle 
(since h 3 0), u 3 p on [a, x,]. A similar argument holds on [x,, , b], and since 
the result follows after a short calculation. 1 
THEOREM 3.3 (a maximum principle). Suppose that h E C([u, 61). Set 
s = fh?,c,, 
i=l 
and assume that the following conditions hold: 
6) ~IIPII < 1; 
(ii) 4S(l - S II p II)-’ w-l sinh w(b - u) < 1. 
Tha the boundary-value problem (3.1)-(3.2) has exactly one solution, and if 
h > 0 this solution is nonnegative. 
Proof. Problem (3.1)-(3.2) is equivalent to the equation 
u = Kh - K g hi2B+ 
From Lemma 3.1, 
11 K f h24, 11 < II P II ,f Ai2 I <I I = II P II 6 
i=l i=l 
(3.3) 
and since by (i) this quantity is less than unity, Eq. (3.3) has exactly one solution u. 
and 
II u II < (1 - II P II W II Kh Il. (3.4) 
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To prove that u 3 0 if h 3 0, note first that from Lemma 3.1 and (3.4), 
Also, from Lemma 3.2 
< S(1 - II P II 8)-l II K/z II P(X). (3.5) 
II K/z II ~(4 G K+). (3.6) 
Elementary algebra shows that p(x) < 4w-l sinh w(b - a) Q(X). Hence com- 
bining (3.5) and (3.6) and using condition (ii) we deduce that 
K 2 hi2B,iu(x) < 46(1 - II p Ii 8)-l w-l sinh w(b - a) II Kh II q(x) 
i=l 
< 46(1 - j/p )18)-r w-l sinh w(b - a) K/r(x) 
< K/z(x). 
This proves that the right-hand side of (3.3) and hence U, is nonnegative. a 
4. THE CONSTRUCTION OF A SOLUTION 
With the help of the maximum principle established in the previous section 
we shall now prove a constructive existence theorem. A solution in P([u, b]) n 
C([u, , b,]) is required for the system 
u”(x) = #(x, u(x), u(x + +., u(x + 4) 
u(x) = 0 (x E [a, > bol\(a, 4) 
(x E [a, bl), (4.1) 
(4.2) 
The following conditions are assumed. 
Bl. Q/J: D -+ I&! is continuous. 
B2. There are lower and upper solutions, 01, /3 E C’([a, b]) n C([U, , b,]) 
such that 
(a) 44 G PC4 (x E [a, blh 
(b) 4~) < 0, B(4 >, 0 (2 E ho > &&(a, 0 
(c) d(x) 3 #(x, oI(x>, ,(x + &.., a@ + %z)), B”(x) G 4(x, B(x), P(x + 4 
. . . . /3(x + c,)) for x E [a, b]. 
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B3. There exist real h, , h, ,..., h, such that 
(i) The maximum principle (Theorem 3.3) holds for 
-u”(x) + ho2U(X) + f x,2u(x + q). 
i=l 
(ii) For x E [0, l] and all yi , zi E [aa , /Ia] with yi > zi (i = 0, l,..., a), 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that Bl-B3 hold. Define u. = 01 (respectively u. = p), 
and for k > 0 let u~+~ be the solution of the linear system (which by the maximum 
principle always has a unique solution): 
+$+1(x> + ~02~,+1(X)  2 ~i2~?c+1(X + 4 
i=l 
= -$(x, Ilk(X), u& + &., u,k(x + 4 
+ 412%(X) + f h”%& +4 (x E [a, bl), 
i=l 
%+1(X) = 0 (x 6 [a0 , b,l\h b)). 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
Then (u,J is a monotonically increasing (respectively decreasing) sequence con- 
vergent in C([a, b]) to a solution of the system (4.1) and (4.2). 
Proof. Rewrite (4.1) in the form Au = @u, where 
@u(x) = +x, U(X), u(x + Al),..., 4x + 4 
+ ~024x) + 2 @4x + 4 
i=l 
and A: C,([a, , b,]) n C2([a, bl) + C([a, b]) is the linear operator defined by 
Au(x) = -u”(x) + Ao2u(x) + f. hi2u(x + ci). 
i=l 
Let E be the cone of nonnegative functions in C,([a, , b,]). Then by B3(i), 
A-l is a positive operator. Therefore by B3(ii), A-l@ is monotone on the conic 
interval [a, /?]. Further, as CL is a lower solution, AU < @pal, whence 01 < A-VU, 
and similarly #I 3 A-lap. The result now follows from a standard fixed-point 
theorem for cones (see, for example, Amann [l, Chap. 2]), applied to the operator 
A-l@, as A-l-and hence A-W--is evidently compact. U 
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If # is locally Lipschitz, it is always possible to find X’s such that B3(ii) is 
satisfied. Hence if there are constant upper and lower solutions, the theorem 
will be applicable for sufficiently small max / Q I, since for some such choice 
the maximum principle always holds. 
For an example of the application of this result, consider again Eq. (2.12). 
Choose constants CY < 0, p 3 0 such that 
p sinh 3fl + g(x) > 0 
p sinh 3or + g(x) < 0 
To satisfy B3(ii) take 
(x E LO, 111, 
(x E LO, 11). 
A2 = ho2 = Al2 = h22 = p max{cosh 30r, cash 313). 
For the maximum principle to hold we require that 3 ) E 1 A2 lip 11 < 1 and 
12~-rh~ / E 1 sinh w/(1 - 3 / E 1 A2 11~ 11) < 1. 
If these conditions are satisfied, sequences with U, = OL (or u0 = /3) and with 
ulc+r the solution of (4.3)-(4.4) wi ‘11 converge monotonically to (possibly different) 
solutions of (2.12). 
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